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INT. JASMINE'S AND EMMA'S HOUSE - NIGHT

We open on a converted warehouse with open plan living, 
kitchen and dining area. The decor of the place is what you 
could expect in an interior design magazine such as VOGUE 
LIVING, with meticulous and trendy modern furnishing.

The front door opens and JASMINE, 22, the immaculately 
dressed owner with expensive taste in clothes and fashion-
blog like appearance, enters along with her friends, EMMA, 
23, her gorgeous blonde house mate with effortless attractive 
qualities, with more of a casual dress sense, and VICTOR, 23, 
tall with brown hair, a lean athletic figure and the perfect 
face.

EMMA has an attractive guy, DEAN, 26, attached to her like an 
octopus, kissing and feeling her up.

JASMINE
That movie was crap. I hate 
American films about college 
students-

JASMINE and VICTOR head toward the kitchen, VICTOR brings out 
some tequila and shot glasses and pours for himself and 
JASMINE.

EMMA and DEAN make out on the couch.

JASMINE (CONT’D)
I mean all they do is drink-

VICTOR and JASMINE both take a shot...

JASMINE (CONT’D)
Do drugs-

VICTOR starts cutting a line of cocaine on the table and 
takes a long sniff...

JASMINE (CONT’D)
And have sex. I mean, that's hardly 
realistic.

EMMA and the GUY continue kissing whilst moving towards the 
bedroom.

VICTOR
(Rubbing his nose)

I know, it's pretty far fetched. 
See ya guys.

EMMA responds with a sound resembling 'good night.'

VICTOR (CONT’D)
(To JASMINE)

Line?



JASMINE
Yeah thanks.

JASMINE leans over the table to have her line.

CUT TO:

INT. JASMINE'S & EMMA'S KITCHEN - MORNING

JASMINE and EMMA are having breakfast, both look tired and 
hung over. They have to go to university which is why they 
are up before noon.

JASMINE
So, did Dean spend the night?

EMMA
No, I had to kick him out, he likes 
to spoon afterwards.

JASMINE
That’s disgusting.

EMMA
I know. When did guys all of a 
sudden become like women? They pay 
attention to you and talk to you 
and ask you what you're thinking. 
Then they share their feelings on 
Twitter and expect you to favourite 
it. I don't care about a guys 
feelings.

JASMINE
I don’t think they realised that 
the feminist movement wasn’t 
actually for them. Although any 
time you want to change the kinds 
of guys you attract, you can always 
meet them in person instead of on 
Tinder.

VICTOR comes in the front door, looking at his phone the 
whole time. Without looking up, he walks over to the girls in 
the kitchen, toward the fridge and takes out what he wants to 
eat. Still looking at his phone he sits down with his food at 
the table. JASMINE stares at him as though she is expecting 
some sort of acknowledgement.

JASMINE (CONT’D)
You know, if you’re going to treat 
my place like yours, you can at 
least greet me and say hello.

VICTOR
(Still looking at phone)

Hey.
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